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Abstract Trajectory corners generated while generation
of a curve from curved fragments using micro-positioning
X −Y stages poses serious limitations on their use for smooth
motion trajectory applications. In this research, a controller
along with its control algorithm is presented which uses a
penalized curve fitting-based approach to steer low cost/ low
resolution stepper motor driven stage motion so that the cornerization in the trajectory is minimized without any serious
degradation to accuracy. The control algorithm is initially
implemented in MATLAB to check its fidelity. Subsequently,
a complete set up involving ARM-based controller, motor
drivers and precision positioning stages is built in order to
facilitate the working of the algorithm in real time. The set
up is tested for CNC machining application, where material removal takes place in a precise manner according to the
trajectory of X −Y positioning stages. A good match was
found between simulation and experimental results in trajectory generation. It was further observed that the use of
penalized spline trajectory reduces the cornerization in trajectory generation.
Keywords Micro-positioning · Trajectory planning ·
Penalized spline · Contour error · Curvature
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1 Introduction
Precision motion X −Y stages are used in various industrial
applications ranging from metal machining to plotters and
printers for 2D and 3D applications. The basic objective of
a precision stage is to place a payload to a desired coordinate location following a specified trajectory. In the aspect
of its use in industries, generation of a desired trajectory
with the stated accuracy and curvature is a challenging task.
This is due to the fact that a trajectory can have variety of
shapes ranging from a straight line to complex NURBS (Nonuniform rational Basic Splines) curves as in Lu et al. (2007),
Altintas (2012). Driving the stages in a complex trajectory
with desired precision, repeatability, accuracy and smoothness are the prime demand in industrial systems using such
stages.
A number of researchers have worked on the methods
to ensure accuracy, precision and repeatability in trajectory
planning of precision positioning stages. These include path
constrained time optimal motion control which exploits the
trajectory motion as a minimal time problem (Yen and Liu
1998), use of robust motion controller which implements
tracking strategy to get a smooth curve (Hace et al. 1998),
use of B-spline-based controller algorithm for the generation
of precise curves (Wang and Yau 2009), etc. In the stated article, the authors have used different methodologies to obtain
an accurate trajectory of X −Y stage. However, a number of
limitations still persist in precise curve generation especially,
while dealing with complex trajectories like aspherics, perfectly smooth curve generation and so on. The basic issue in
positioning of X −Y stages is to obtain a smooth trajectory
which has minimum cornerization. To the best of our knowledge, quantitative assessment of cornerization and optimization methods so as to generate a curve with minimum cornerization, while generation of trajectory using X −Y stages
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is not available in the literature. In this work, we present
an approach to generate the smoothest possible spline trajectory using X −Y stages and also validate our results using
curve generated in MATLAB employing the same algorithm.
Before going into further details of smooth trajectory planning and controls, the limitations of X −Y stages are stated
next.
X −Y precision stages are driven by some actuator (stepper motor, servo motor, linear motors etc). The actuator has a
limited resolution whatsoever sophisticated it may be. Stepper motors are popular in low cost X −Y stages. Though high
resolution stepper motors are now available in the market but
due to very high cost of such systems, low cost stepper motors
are widely used. It is evident that a stepper motor which has
a resolution of 0.1 micron is twice as costlier as a stepper
motor with resolution of 10 micron (TRA series datasheet).
The issue of limited resolution restricts smooth curve generation and the phenomenon is explained in Sect. 1.2 of this
section. A methodology is hence essential to combat the problem of smooth curve generation using low resolution stepper motor-based stages. This would make micro-positioning
more affordable and accurate by generating ultra smooth trajectories. In the literature as well as in this paper, smooth
curve refers to the curve which is free from corners. A few
terminologies frequently used in this article are explained in
the next section.
1.1 Basic Terminologies for Evaluating the Trajectory
Quality
Evaluation of the trajectory quality traversed by X −Y stages
has variety of conventions in the literature. Hence, here we
briefly state the conventions along with the definitions used
to evaluate the trajectory quality in this work. Let us consider Fig. 1. In this figure, the desired and actual trajectory
is shown. The desired trajectory is to be traversed and due to
errors in positioning the actual trajectory gets drawn.
Both the trajectories are sampled at grid points. The sample points are taken on a 10-micron square grid. 10-micron
grid is selected as the resolution of the stages used in our
experiment. The sampled points of the desired trajectory are

Fig. 1 Actual and desired trajectory during spline generation
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denoted as A to G and for the actual trajectory they are
denoted as A to G  . We denote the coordinates of A to G
as (x1 , y1 ) to (x7 , y7 ). Likewise, the coordinates of A to G 
are denoted as (x1 , y1 ) to (x7 , y7 ). In this work, following
terms are used frequently. The definitions along with their
mathematical formulation are stated.
Cornerization index: The cornerization index is defined as
the rate of change of direction of a tangent line at a particular
point on the curve. The cornerization is calculated using the
mathematical equations as in Freeman and Davis (1967). Let
us consider that we want to calculate the curvature at point B.
We define forward and backward difference vector at point
B as f and b, respectively. For the point B, Eqs. 1 and 5 can
be formulated.
   
x
x
(1)
f= 2 − 3
y2
y3
   
x
x
b= 2 − 1
(2)
y2
y1
Let us denote f as (x+, y+) and b as (x−, y−). The foreword
slope angles at point B are denoted by Eq. 3
 +
+
−1 y
(3)
θ = tan
x+
In the similar manner the backward difference slope angle
θ -is calculated. The cornerization index at point B is given
by Eq. 4.
δ = θ+ − θ−

(4)

Nain et al. (2008) has claimed that the cornerization of a
curve is related to its curvature. A higher cornerization leads
to the degradation of the smoothness of a curve.
Cornerization error: The deviation of cornerization index
of a curve from the desired value is defined as cornerization error. The desired B-spline curve to be generated is
considered as the reference curve. The difference in cornerization index between the desired and the actual curve
at each sampling point is termed as cornerization error. For
instance,
Cornerization error at point B  = cornerization at point

B —cornerization at point B.
A perfect B-spline curve possesses C 2 continuity at all
points and hence it is considered as corner free/ smooth curve
in this work.
Contour: The path followed by the desired trajectory is
known as contour of the curve.
Contour error: It is the smallest deviation from the desired
contour to the actual position. In this work, line segment
based approximation is taken for calculation of contour error
(Yang and Li 2011). The Euclidean distance between each
sampled point of actual and desired trajectory is calculated.
This approach is used as the method is simple and hence
computational load is reduced. The quantity expressed as
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percentage of stage resolution (10 micron) is termed as percentage contour error.
Mean cornerization error: The absolute value of mean
of the cornerization errors at sample points of the curve is
defined as mean cornerization error. The quantity is defined
as mean cornerization error because the cornerization index
obtained is deviation from desired index.
Mean contour error in percent: The mean of all percentage
contour error is termed as mean contour error in percent.
1.2 Complex Trajectory Generation Using Splines
For having complex trajectory motion using X −Y stages,
the total trajectory is fragmented into a number of smaller
parts. These fragments are joined together in a way that C 2
continuity for the curve is maintained (i.e. no corner is generated). Now we state a brief overview of the method of
curved trajectory motion using X −Y stages. Trajectory in
X −Y stage can be implemented by modulating the velocity of X and Y axes motion of the stage. Let us consider
that we desire a circular arc trajectory of X −Y stage. For a
circular trajectory with a radius ‘r ’ and arbitrary angle ‘θ 
as parameter, the X and Y coordinates are given as Eqs. 5
and 6.
X = r cos θ

(5)

Y = r sin θ

(6)

It follows that Ẋ = −r sin θ and Ẏ = r cos θ . Thus,
if the X axis of the stage moves with a velocity Ẋ and
the Y axis moves simultaneously with velocity Ẏ , then a
circular trajectory is formed. However, the issue of resolution limits the generation of smooth curve. If for an
X −Y stage with X and Y axis, the maximum velocity is
300 micron/second and the minimum attainable non-zero
velocity is 10 microns/second as in our experiment and
the maximum angular resolution achieved would be arctan
(10/300) = 1.91 degrees. The angular resolution is thus
related to maximum and non-zero-minimum angular velocities for a resolution limited system and can be represented as
the slope angle of the ratio of minimum and maximum angular velocity. Thus, during point to point motion of a curve,
if a movement is needed lesser than this angle, it is not possible to traverse through the desired trajectory as shown in
Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, after the trajectory reaches point O, it shall
move towards point A. But due to limited angular resolution of the X −Y stage, it has to move towards A or A .
In a similar manner, there can be numerous neighbouring
points of A through which the trajectory can move practically.
Modern day controllers estimate a nearest point to the
desired one and the trajectory is generated which adversely
affects the smoothness (continuity) of the entire curve trajec-

Fig. 2 Figure demonstrating the actual B Spline trajectory and deviation from the same due to resolution limitation

tory (Vijayaraghavan et al. 2009). This results in the generation of corners at the joining points of the curve fragments
(Lee and Jeon 1999). In order to tackle this issue, researchers
have used both design modification and algorithmic methods.
Few of them include the use of variable feed rate interpolation in which the feed rate (velocity) of the X −Y stages is
varied with reference to contour error (Lin et al. 2010a,b),
use of ultra precise actuators like Piezo (Hwang et al. 2011),
ultrasonic (Lin et al. 2010a,b), linear (Fujimoto et al. 2005),
voice coil (Choi and Gweon 2011) where the resolution of
actuator is very high leading to precise and smooth contour
generation and advanced mechanism utilization like flexural
(Chen et al. 2010) ones. While all these methods are efficient
in accurate and smooth trajectory generation, they all have
some limitations. The use of variable feed rate interpolationbased method requires a sensor to accurately track the contour error. This leads to various uncertainties due to signal
error captured from the sensor. Use of ultra high resolution
actuators provides excellent fidelity in trajectory generation
but the cost of such actuators may be five times more than
that of conventional ones. Utilization of advanced mechanism is also a lucrative option but it is still at a research
stage and is seldom used in industry. Use of low cost stepper
motor-based stage is thus a lucrative alternative. However,
their limited angular resolution results in corner generation
in the traversed trajectory. Thus, it becomes essential to minimize the cornerization error in X −Y table driven by very
low cost stepper motors, while preserving the accuracy or at
least manufacturing cost, so that the trajectory corners can
be alleviated and proper trajectory planning is achieved for
industrial applications.
We propose a novel method as a solution to this problem
using penalized splines (P-spline) based trajectory planning.
A brief description of P-splines is described next.
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1.3 Penalized Splines: Existing Literature and Applications
Penalized splines are the extension of B-splines and can be
defined as B-splines with a penalty factor. Penalized splines
have been studied extensively in the literature since three
decades and plenty of theoretical background can be cited
from the literature (Eilers and Marx 1996). Few successful
attempts have been cited in the literature on the use of Psplines for engineering applications (Riviere and Billmire
2005; Cao et al. 2009). These papers specifically focus on
the utilization of P-splines in diverse fields of image and
signal processing where real-time results are not mandatory. Pertaining to motion and trajectory control applications,
use of P-splines has not been taken care of owing to their
complex mathematics. In this research, we first present a
basic overview of P-splines and then demonstrate its application for the purpose of maintaining trajectory smoothness
of X −Y stages in a simplified form. As the final objective
was to implement the penalized spline controller on a microcontroller which demands real-time operation and poses onchip memory constraint, the required simplifications were
carried out.
A typical smoothing P-spline is given by Eq. 7.
B =p

min

n


xn
(μ̂(xi ) − yi ) +

i=0

2

¨ 2 dx
μ̂(x)

(7)

x0

where (xi , yi ) are the set of observations: xi = x1 , x2 ,
x3 …,xn …(xi , yi ) are modelled by the relation as in Eq. 8.
‘B’ is the quantity to be minimized.
yi = μ(xi )

(8)

μ̂ is the smoothing spline estimate of the function μ and
‘ p’ is the penalty factor. From Eq. 7, it can be understood
that the first term alone denotes general least square fitting
method, whereas the second term denotes the penalty for
cornerization summed over the entire curve. The second term
in the equation corresponds to roughness penalty and also
imposes restrictions on overfitting of data.

2 Methodology

(4) Modifying the data points of the B-spline curve to generate a P-spline curve possessing the least cornerization
error.
(5) Checking whether the cornerization error of the P-spline
curve generated by MATLAB is in the order of Pspline trajectory generated by X −Y stages powered by
Arduino.
In this work, a cubic B-spline trajectory is initially generated
and the data points of fitted curve undergo penalized fitting.
Authors have used a cubic B-spline for the experiment so
that the computations are simple and the basic proof of the
concept can be established. Further, most of the commercial machines used for micro-machining applications have
provision for generating B-spline of not more than degree 3
(cubic).
2.1 Procedure for Spline Generation and Related Problems
The procedure for B-spline generation uses chord length
approximation method for getting the parameter values along
the B-spline curve corresponding to the data points. The
generic equation for a B-spline curve is given by Eq. 9.
[D] = [N ] [B]

Here, D is the set of data points through which B-spline shall
pass, B is the set of control polygon points and N is the Bspline basis function found using De-Boor recursion formula
given by Eqs. 10 and 11.

1, ∀ti < t < ti+1
N(i,0) (t) =
(10)
0, otherwise
N(i, p) (t) =

Ni, p−1 (t) +

ti+ p+1 −t
ti+ p+1 −ti+1

Ni+1, p−1 (t)

Here i and p denote the ith row and pth column of the matrix
N . p is the degree of the curve. The parameter t is given by
Eqs. 12, 13 and 14.
t0 = 0

tk =
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t−ti
ti+ p −ti

(11)

The method of P-spline generation used in this article consists of the following steps:
(1) Generation of a B-spline curve using a given set of data
points and degree of the curve in MATLAB.
(2) Modifying the B-spline to generate P-spline curves and
selecting the one having the least cornerization error.
(3) Generation of Arduino code for B-spline generation
using same algorithm as used in point 1. The generated
data points were stored in the microcontroller.

(9)

1
L

tn = 1

(12)

k


|Di − Di−1 |

(13)

i=1

(14)

Here Di = D0 , D1 , . . ., Dn are the data points and the distance between Di−1 and Di is denoted by |Di − Di−1 |. L is
the sum of lengths of all chords formed using the data points.
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The set of control points ‘B’ is found by Eq. 15.
D = NB
N D = (N T N )B
T

B = (N T N )−1 N T D

(15)

Using Eq. 9, we can find the points through which the
B-spline shall pass. The trajectory of X −Y stage would be
a perfect B-spline if the stage motion passes through these
points. However, in real practice, due to the issue of angular
resolution as explained in preceding section, the trajectory is
generated by nearby points to the derived ones. Our proposed
method plots the curve which has minimum cornerization
index deviation (cornerization error) from the actual B-spline
curve passing via the neighbouring points.
2.2 Experimental Set Up
The experimental set up is shown in Fig. 3. It consists of
X −Y motion stage manufactured by Holmarc company, a Z
axis motion stage to control the tool position and a micromilling tool with attached spindle manufactured by SECO
tools. The motion stages are driven by a stepper motor with
a linear travel resolution of 10 micron. The X −Y stage in
concurrent motion is used to generate the penalized splinebased trajectory, whereas the Z stage is used intermittently
for tool positioning.
The electronic circuitry consists of ARM Cortex M3 powered Arduino Due on which the program for P-spline generation is hosted. The program hosted in microcontroller
acts as point generator as well as trajectory controller which
provides proper control signals to L298 motor driver board

manufactured by Nex Robotics, which eventually drives the
motors. Thus, in this work, the CAM software as well as
machine controller software is combined together and is
hosted as a single program in the microcontroller. Implementing the entire code in the microcontroller ensures that
the same can also be implemented in advanced processors,
thus adding to its universal feasibility.
2.3 Method for P-Spline Generation
The algorithm for P-spline generation takes into account the
following:
Initially, the algorithm takes the points through which the
spline has to pass as input. It further demands for the degree
of the spline to be created (in our case 3) and the number of
control points.
The algorithm then computes points for the B-spline trajectory using chord length approximation as in Eqs. 9 to 15.
The next step is to modify the generated spline in such
a way that the X −Y stage is able to generate the trajectory
which is constrained by specific points based on angular resolution of the stage. While doing so, the curve must be smooth.
We thus end up with two constraints namely:
a) Passing a fitted curve through a defined set of points.
b) Ensuring that the curve is smooth.
To achieve the same we use Eq. 7 in modified form. We define
yi as the ordinates of the actual B-spline curve and μ̂(xi ) as a
curve that would be passing through predefined set of nearby
points limited by stage resolution. The set of nearby points
may be numerous. For ‘ j’ set of neighbouring points near
a single point of the actual B-spline curve, there would be
possibility of ‘ j’ number of curves in the neighbourhood of
the considered point say μ̂1 (xi ), μ̂2 (xi ), . . ., μ̂ j (xi ).
The algorithm starts a computation of modified form of
Eq. 7 whose solution was proposed by Reinsch (1967). More
details of the equation and the solution can be found in the
reference paper. Equation 7 proposes the way to draw a spline
which passes nearby to the predetermined set of points. However, for Eq. 7, the neighbouring points are not fixed unlike in
our case where the neighbouring points are already defined.
So, we modified the condition for P-spline generation by
not taking the penalty factor into account as it automatically
varies with fitting of the curve through neighbouring points.
Reinsch, 1967 proposed the following equations and condixn

tions. Minimize

¨ 2 dx, such that
μ̂(x)

x0

Fig. 3 Experimental set up for metal machining with penalized splinebased trajectory generation algorithm


n 

μ̂(xi ) − yi 2
i=0

δi

≤S
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tion program was generated in MATLAB which uses central
differences based edge detection method. In this method, an
edge is identified based on the gradient of a central pixel to its
neighbours (Mlsna and Rodriguez 2010). The edge extraction program in MATLAB involves the following steps:

Fig. 4 Figure showing the B-spline and the neighbourhood points
under consideration for P-spline generation

where S is a redundant parameter and δi is the standard deviation of the ordinate of yi of the given dataset of ordinates.
If S = 0, it generates a perfect spline curve by interpolating
spline functions, as, in that case the second term of Eq. 7 only
exists. The value of S is given by Eq. 16
N − (2N )1/2 ≤ S ≤ N + (2N )1/2

(16)

here, N = n + 1 In our case, we assign the value of S as
N + (2N )1/2 because this is the maximum value which can
be assigned to S.
In order to ensure the accuracy, we define the permissible
neighbourhood of the points. We define the neighbourhood
based on Euclidean distance-based classifier (Mandal et al.
2013a,b). Authors have used Euclidean-based classifier to
retain the simplicity of entire program, so that timing delay
does not incur during run time. After the trajectory reaches a
point A, the neighbourhood point is defined to be within 10
micron from the desired B-spline trajectory. The value of 10
micron is taken, as the X −Y stage which we have used has a
travel resolution of 10 microns. The neighbourhood selection
is depicted in Fig. 4.
For every point to point motion say from A to A j as in Fig.
3, the ordinates of actual B-spline trajectory are considered
as yi and the ordinates of curves generated by neighbouring
points (while the curve traverses from A to A0 , A1 , . . ., A j )
are taken as μ̂(xi ). So the neighbourhood ordinate points
of B-spline curves are μ̂1 (xi ), μ̂2 (xi ), . . ., μ̂ j (xi ) which are
denoted by A0 , A1 , . . ., A j . Thus, a number of neighbouring
points falls under the range of S.
Out of these curves, one is to be selected for penalized
spline generation. The curve which bears minimum value
x ¨
2 dx is selected. The detailed implementation is
for x0n μ̂(x)
presented in the next section.
2.4 Procedure to Validate the Results
In order to validate the generation of appropriate trajectory,
images of the machined work piece were captured under an
optical microscope. Boundary extraction of the machined trajectory was performed subsequently. The boundary extrac-
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1. Reading the captured image of the machined profile in
MATLAB.
2. Parsing the image (Reading the imaging pixel by pixel).
3. Let us consider that the pixel undergoing edge extraction
was P(i,j).
4. The algorithm computes the unsigned difference between
pixel intensities of the 8 neighbouring pixels. Thus, 8
differences are obtained.
5. The pixel value P(i,j) is replaced by the difference value
which is maximum among the 8 differences.

3 Implementation
The P-spline algorithm was implemented in MATLAB to
visualize the P-spline curve. Further, the same algorithm
was implemented on the microcontroller. Implementation of
the method is conducted in the following manner:
Step 1 : Input the data points [x y], the degree of spline to
be generated and the number of control points. (In
our case degree is 3 as cubic spline is drawn). X
ranges from x0 to xn and Y ranges from y0 to yn .
For CNC machining system, the G-code G06 (G06.1
and G06.2) may be used in modified form in order
to specify the data points and order of the P-spline
curve (Su et al. 2008).
Step 2 : Calculate the basis functions N using Eqs. 10 and
11.
Step 3 : Find the control points matrix B using Eq. 15.
Step 4 : Find the B-spline coordinate matrix D (dataset)
using the Eq. 9. This curve (set of points) serves as
reference trajectory. These are the points via which
the intended B-spline curve shall pass through.
However, due to limited angular resolution of the
stages, this curve could not be traced.
Step 5 : At each element of matrix D, there are neighbouring points at a distance of 10 micron and at angular
resolution of 1.91 degrees. At (x0 , y0 ), say nearby
points namely A0 (x  0 , y  0 ), A1 (x  1 , y  1 ), . . ., A j
(x  j , y  j ) are present and curves namely μ̂1 (xi ),
μ̂2 (xi ), . . ., μ̂ j (xi ) can be drawn.
Step 6 : Assign maximum value for S using the Eq. 16.
Step 7 : At point A0 find (y  0 − y), (y  1 − y), . . ., (y  j − y).
Square each of these terms. For Arduino IDE we
used ‘pow’ function. Divide each of these by δi. If
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any of these is greater or equal to ‘S’ discard them.
Else save them.
Step 8 : Iterate step 7 for all intermediate data points. For
A1 , add the value from equation with the next iterations.
Step 9 : At end of the iterations only the curves with values
less or equal to ‘S’ exist. In our experimental case,
twelve curves were retained after elimination. These
12 curves had values less than or equal to S.
Step 10 : For these curves say the ordinates are (y10 , y11 , . . .,
y1n ), . . ., (yz0 , yz1 , . . ., yzn ), where z is the number
of such selected curves and n are the number of data
points corresponding to the curves. We construct a
matrix
⎡

y10 y20
⎢ y11 y21
⎢
⎢ ..
..
⎣ .
.
y1n y2n

⎤
. . . yz0
. . . yz1 ⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
...
. . . yzn

Fig. 5 The B-spline trajectory and its corresponding P-spline trajectory formed using set of neighbourhood points in MATLAB

Step 11 : We calculate the double difference of each row to
¨
realize μ̂(x)
and the matrix is of the form
⎡

y12− 2y11 − y10
⎢
..
⎢
.
⎢
⎢
..
⎣
.
y1n− 2y1(n−1) − y1(n−2)

⎤
. . . . . . yz2− 2yz1 − yz0
⎥
..
⎥
... ...
.
⎥
⎥
..
⎦
... ...
.
. . . . . . yz2− 2yz1 − yz0

Step 12 : The matrix is squared and each column is added
which gives the integral of the desired quantity.



(y12− 2y11 − y10 ) + . . .
(y 2y − yz0 ) + . . .
. . . z2− z1
(y1n− 2y1(n−1) − y1(n−2) ) (yz2− 2yz1 − yz0 )

Out of these z values, the curve corresponding to the least
value is chosen to be P-spline trajectory. The above algorithm
was implemented in MATLAB as well as in Arduino in order
to compare the results.
4 Results
4.1 Penalized Spline Generation
Figure 5 shows a MATLAB plot of trajectories corresponding to B-spline trajectory and the trajectories corresponding
to nearby points limited by resolution of the stage. The trajectory selected by the algorithm is also shown.
The mean cornerization error of the selected neighbourhood trajectory is found to be 0.21 and the mean contour
error corresponding to that is 0.82 %.

Fig. 6 Mean cornerization error and Mean contour error (%) of trajectories including the B-spline and curves generated by its neighbourhood
points in MATLAB

We present in Fig. 6 the mean cornerization errors and
the mean contour errors for these curves including the Bspline and the one selected as trajectory by the algorithm
in MATLAB. The figure shows the data of the trajectories for which the mean percentage contour error is less
than 1 %. The 12 trajectories as stated in Fig. 6 are the
curves generated by the neighbouring points which satisfy
n  μ̂(xi )−yi 2
≤ S and with mean percentage contour
i=0
δi
error less than 1%.
It can be seen from Fig. 6 that curve 1 has zero mean cornerization error corresponding to perfect B-spline (which
is not possible to be traversed owing to limited stage resolution), whereas curve 3 with a mean cornerization error of
0.21 (minimum cornerization error) is the plotted curve using
neighbourhood points.
The same algorithm was implemented in Arduino IDE.
Unlike in MATLAB where one could visualize all the curves,
in machining set up driven by Arduino, the curve with least
cornerization error could only be traversed. The cornerization
error of the traversed trajectory was compared with the curve
generated in MATLAB bearing the least cornerization error
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5 Conclusions

Fig. 7 Penalized spline generated while machining operation of brass
plate (Observed under microscope with magnification 5×)

In this research, the application of penalized curve fitting
methodology has been demonstrated with relevance to trajectory planning of micro-positioning X −Y stages for CNC
machining applications. Following points were concluded
from the method and experiments conducted.
Penalized curve fitting trajectory bears minimum cornerization error for cases where exact B-spline curve plotting is
not possible. This is clear from Fig. 6. B-spline curve being
the reference curve has zero cornerization error which was
not possible to be generated due to resolution issue of actuator and stages. The best curve with respect to smoothness
(cornerization index closest to B-spline curve) which could
be plotted was P-spline trajectory. The methodology could be
extended to 3-D space by generating a B-spline surface followed by its subsequent modification to generate a P-spline
surface.
It is well understood that penalized splines can have
promising applications in real-time mechatronic systems as it
can be easily implemented on mechanical systems with simple micro-controller as electronics hardware. Further, this
method aids in smooth trajectory generation using low cost
low resolution based X −Y stages. Industrial perspective with
relevance to CNC machining applications has been demonstrated here.

Fig. 8 Edge extraction of the curve presented in Fig. 7

value in Sect. 4.2. In order to visualize the machined work
piece formed by the P-spline curve motion of X −Y stage, the
machined workpiece was observed under microscope with
magnification 5x is as shown in Fig. 7.

4.2 Validation of Results
The cornerization error of the edge extracted curve (generated using X −Y stages) as in Fig. 7 was compared with
the cornerization error of the curve generated in MATLAB
(Fig. 5). The curve obtained by edge extraction from Fig. 7
is shown in Fig. 8.
It was observed that the mean cornerization error of the
generated trajectory was 0.231 and it holds a good concordance with the optimal trajectory with mean cornerization error of 0.21 of P-spline generated using MATLAB.
The deviation in the mean curvature error between P-spline
generated using MATLAB and using X −Y stages can be
accounted on the basis of stage errors. These stage errors
originate due to non-linearity (backlash, friction) in stage
motion and due to stage vibrations (Mandal et al. 2013a,b).
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